Determination of chemical composition distributions in synthetic polymers.
A characteristic feature of synthetic polymers is their dispersity in molar mass and, in many cases, chemical composition. Since dispersity is highly relevant in relation to polymer properties, ongoing efforts are being put in the development of appropriate analysis methods. In this respect, size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) is well known for the determination of molar mass distributions. Methods for chemical composition distributions are less mature than SEC and mainly include liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry and the combination of these techniques. The term chemical composition distribution is considered broad in this paper, i.e. for the chemical composition distribution of a (co)polymer backbone, for the functionality type distribution of a polymers' functional end groups, for the block length distribution of a block copolymer, for the branching distribution and for the tacticity distribution. In this paper, analysis methods for all types of chemical composition distributions are reviewed. Special attention is paid to practical requirements and common misconceptions that sometimes arise. Applications within the last 5 years are summarized.